
QUANTUM COMPUTING
AT YOUR FINGERTIPS
Workshops 2022-23



In 2020, Institut quantique's Quantum Algorithmic Laboratory
(AlgoLab) developed a series of workshops for businesses and
educational institutions. Since then, the AlgoLab has reached more
than 5,000 people through its quantum computing trainings and
has expanded its workshop offerings.

The AlgoLab has a unique expertise in quantum programming in
Quebec. Our team works with companies and government
agencies on research projects, including in optimization and
quantum machine learning (QML). Our project partners include the
Bank of Canada, Lockheed Martin, Statistics Canada and Thales.

With the growing interest in educational content and training in
quantum computing, IQ's Quantum AlgoLab offers a variety of
workshops for different levels to help you on your quantum journey.
You can explore in a practical way the potential of quantum
computing in your field using IBM Quantum Experience systems.

From an introduction to quantum computing to linear algebra,
optimization and quantum machine learning (QML), we have a
workshop for you.



Your next quantum
computing workshop
is here.



This introductory workshop covers the key principles and allows you to
take your first steps in quantum computing on IBM Quantum Experience
systems.

01. Introduction to
quantum computing

Classical computing
Bit, simple operations and hardware

Quantum computing
Qubit
Entanglement
Superposition
Interference
Control et measure
Quantum parallelism and quantum advantage

IBM Quantum Experience and circuit composer
Operations on qubits and quantum circuits
Experiments and qubit entanglement exercises
Running a quantum algorithm to generate a
quantum teleportation

Discussion on the notion of measuring and error
Perspectives in quantum computing

First steps in quantum computing
Introduction level
Duration 3 hours
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This introductory workshop covers the key concepts of linear algebra
including vectors and matrices, and their applications to quantum
programming.

02. Linear algebra
transforms qubits

Linear Algebra
Introduction level
Duration 3 hours

One-qubit system
Qubit representation in vector form
Quantum gate representation in matrix form
Quantum state transformation using a matrix product
One-qubit operator composition

Two-qubit system
Two-qubit system representation in vector form
Two-qubit system transformation and tensor product
utilization
Two-qubit operator composition

Expression of a quantum circuit in matrix form
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This intermediate level workshop introduces you to the basics of
variational quantum algorithms (VQA) and their applications in
optimization, simulation and quantum machine learning (QML).

03. Introduction to variational
quantum algorithms

Variational quantum algorithms
Intermediate level
Duration 3 hours

1. A look back at the basics of quantum computing
Qubit
Quantum gates
State vector
Observable

Parameterized quantum circuits
Measure of an observable

Eigenvalue solution (EQV) in quantum chemistry
Quantum approximate optimization algorithm (QAOA)
Variational quantum classifier (VQC) in supervised machine
learning

2. Basics of variational quantum algorithms

3. Overview of variational quantum algorithms and applications



04. Quantum optimization
with Qiskit

Quantum optimization basic concepts
Binary combinatorial optimization
Quadratic programs
Example of a quadratic program with MaxCut
Notion of observable and cost function
QAOA and hybrid quantum-classic algorithms

Optimization program in Python with Qiskit
Construction of a graph
Conversion to an observable (Hamiltonian)
Evaluation of the cost function and the notion of optimizer
QAOA circuit assembly
Running the algorithm and results discussion
Ideas for improvement

Quantum optimization with Qiskit
Intermediate level
Duration 3 hours

2.

1.

This intermediate level workshop offers you an opportunity to develop
your knowledge with Qiskit and acquire a concrete foundation in
quantum optimization on IBM Quantum Experience systems.



This intermediate level workshop explores the possibilities offered by
Qiskit in quantum machine learning for classification tasks.

05. Quantum machine
learning with Qiskit

1. Definition of the binary classification problem in machine
learning
Basic concepts in quantum computing

Qubits, quantum gates and quantum circuits
Implementation of quantum circuits using Python and the
Qiskit library
Interpretation of a quantum circuit measurement result

Projection of classical data into quantum feature space
Strategies for classical data projection into quantum feature
space
Similarity measurement: computation of quantum kernels
Classification using a quantum core

Variational quantum classifier (VQC)
Definition, implementation and training
Presentation and use of Qiskit's QML module

Perspectives in quantum machine learning (QML)

Quantum machine learning (QML)
Intermediate level
Duration 3 hours
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06. Two-day quantum
seminar
This two-day quantum seminar offers organizations a series of training
courses in quantum programming as well as a tailored approach to
identify avenues for exploring potential projects in quantum computing.

Day 1
8h30 Welcome
9h00 Overview of Institut quantique and quantum computing
10h00 Break
10h15 Introduction to quantum computing
11h00 Introduction to quantum programming
12h30 Lunch break
13h30 Workshop on programming with Qiskit
15h00 Break
15h15 Recap and discussion on the organization's computational challenges
16h00 End of the day

Day 2
8h30 Welcome
9h00 Choice among the following workshops:

10h00 Break
10h15 Continuation of the selected workshop
12h30 Lunch break
13h30 Programming workshop in connection with the morning workshop
15h00 Break
15h15 Recap and discussion on the organization's computational challenges
16h00 End of the day

03 Introduction to variational quantum algorithms
04 Quantum optimization with Qiskit
05 Quantum machine learning with Qiskit



Organizations wishing to establish their strategic positioning in quantum
computing can opt for a day workshop and a roadmap report towards a
quantum computing project¹.

07. Roadmap towards a
quantum computing project

Workshop schedule
8h30 Discussion on the organization's computational challenges - group 1
9h45 Discussion on the organization's computational challenges - group 2
11h00 Discussion on the organization's computational challenges - group 3
12h00 Lunch break
13h00 Introduction to quantum computing
14h00 The state of the art in quantum computing
15h00 Break
15h15 Recap and discussion on the organization's computational challenges
16h00 End of the workshop

Proposed report content²

(1) Gate-based approach to quantum computing
(2) 60-minute presentation of the final report to the organization

Introduction on quantum computing
Identification of the organization's computational challenges
Identification of exploratory avenues in quantum computing
Roadmap on the next steps for starting a quantum computing project



Workshop type Pricing¹
Fee² per
additional
person

Three-hour
workshop 2300$ 230$

Two-day quantum
seminar 7500$ 750$

Roadmap towards
a quantum
computing project

11 500$ 230$

(1) Up to 10 people. 15% administration fee included.
Additional travel and lodging expenses for in-person workshops apply.
(2) 15% administration fee included.

Contact us
algolabquantique@usherbrooke.ca

Pricing
2022-23



Your quantum
advantage
startshere.


